
CASEGOODS UPHOLSTERYLIGHTING SURFACE ACCESSORIES  BATHTUBS WASH BASIN

BLAZE | MIRROR  

DIMENSIONS

DIAMETER: 120,4 cm | 47,40”
DEPTH: 7 cm | 2,76”

MATERIALS

Body in brass.

PACKAGING

DIMENSIONS: W. 130 cm | 51,18”   D. 70cm | 27,55”    H. 130  cm| 51,18”
VOLUME:1,53 m³ | 54,03 ft³
WEIGHT: 80 kg | 53,7 lb65 cm
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LEAD TIME

Production time is between 10 to 12 weeks for MAISON VALENTINA collections.
Delivery time is not included.
All of our furniture can be made to measure and it is available in different finishes.
Please note that the colours and materials shown are for reference only. 
Small variations may occur.

CASEGOODS UPHOLSTERYLIGHTING SURFACE ACCESSORIES  BATHTUBS WASH BASIN

BLAZE | MIRROR  

DIMENSIONS

DIAMETER: 120,4 cm | 47,40”
DEPTH: 65 cm | 25,59”

MATERIALS

Body in brass.

PACKAGING

DIMENSIONS: W. 130 cm | 51,18”   D. 70cm | 27,55”    H. 130  cm| 51,18”
VOLUME:1,53 m³ | 54,03 ft³
WEIGHT: 80 kg | 53,7 lb65 cm
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Blaze Mirror reflects a very bright light and a flame of passion with its golden touch. With this mirror we can blaze 
our own trails and overcome any challenges that come our way. Little hobnails are engraved along the golden lines 
of this beautiful mirror. As an exquisite design piece, Blaze Mirror will magnetize the attentions in any bathroom by 
giving it a luxury touch. 

LEAD TIME

Production time is between 10 to 12 weeks for MAISON VALENTINA collections.
Delivery time is not included.
All of our furniture can be made to measure and it is available in different finishes.
Please note that the colours and materials shown are for reference only. Small variations may occur.

Blaze is a round mirror made entirely from polished brass and designed with concentric circles. It is 
accented by engraved nailhead trims along the body and a LED strip that provides a soft and cozy 
light for any ambience. 
    


